Description

Code Blue offers IP- and analog-based Area of Refuge (sometimes called Area of Rescue) solutions that can provide locations within a building with reliable two-way communication, allowing first responders to assist individuals who cannot evacuate or may require additional assistance.

Standard Features

- ADA compliant
- IBC Code compliant
- NFPA 72 Chapter 24 compliant
- Two-way communication
- Battery backup
- Call routing

Popular Applications

Infrastructure

Key Components

- ToolVox® X3
- Code Blue Speakerphone
- UPS Backup Battery
- Wall-Mounted Central Station
- IP Desk Phone
- PoE Switch

Benefits of Code Blue’s AOR Solution

Flexibility

The ToolVox can serve as a master station that controls both analog and IP phones, providing flexibility and versatility in both new and old installations.

High quality communication

Our speakerphones come with full duplex capabilities, which allows the caller and first responder to communicate simultaneously, and eliminate buzzing and static.

Intelligibility

Code Blue phones and public address systems have maximum intelligibility to help meet NFPA 72 Chapter 24 regulations.

Durability

All Code Blue products are designed to withstand the harshest natural and man-made elements, from hurricanes and tornadoes to vandals and vehicle damage.

Self-diagnosing

Advanced self-monitoring features can schedule and run tests and instantly deliver a notification if there is an issue with the microphone, button or speaker.
IP5000, IP2500 or IP1500 VoIP speakerphones can be connected to Power over Ethernet switches and registered to the ToolVox.

AOR IP SOLUTION

By incorporating additional third party products, including battery backup with at least four hours of operation during a power outage and a mounted central station that can either directly answer requests for help or automatically be routed to an outside service like 911 if it is not being monitored, locations can take advantage of Code Blue’s pioneering emergency communication solutions while successfully fulfilling their Area of Refuge needs.

Note: Specifications subject to change without notice or obligation on the part of Code Blue Corporation.